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Life Progressions
We are born into an existing progression of change, through which we evolve and
grow during our lifetime. Being conscious of our position in this succession of change
helps us more clearly define and understand ourselves. An awareness of our current life
situation relative to a larger, evolving chain of events helps us negotiate the challenges
that confront us in our daily lives.
This Life Progression report (based on the technique of Secondary progressions)
describes experiences and understandings relative to particular aspects, thus depicting the
effect of these planetary aspects on an individual. The report covers a period of at least
one year. The time period covered by the text varies according to the nature of the
astrological event associated with each paragraph. A paragraph referring to a progressed
Moon will cover a much shorter period than one referring to the zodiacal sign on a
progressed house cusp.This report is intended to enhance the natal chart, not to replace it.
The two go hand-in-hand. The progressed chart brings to fruition the promises of the
natal chart.
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Progressions for Miles Davis
Symbol for Progressed Sun on Jan 1, 2006 at 20° Leo
A group of prehistoric American Indians is seen in the course of an elaborate and
impressive invocation to the Sun. WORSHIP
Progressed Positions for the Year 2006
Mont
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Moon
08°Li30
09°Li31
10°Li26
11°Li27
12°Li26
13°Li27
14°Li27
15°Li28
16°Li29
17°Li28
18°Li30
19°Li29
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Sun
19°Le3
19°Le3
19°Le4
19°Le4
19°Le5
19°Le5
20°Le0
20°Le0
20°Le1
20°Le1
20°Le2
20°Le2

Mercur
10°Le3
10°Le3
10°Le3
10°Le2
10°Le2
10°Le2
10°Le2
10°Le1
10°Le1
10°Le1
10°Le1
10°Le1

Venus
23°Ca4
23°Ca5
23°Ca5
24°Ca0
24°Ca1
24°Ca1
24°Ca2
24°Ca2
24°Ca3
24°Ca4
24°Ca4
24°Ca5

Ascend
10°Le5
10°Le5
10°Le5
11°Le0
11°Le0
11°Le1
11°Le1
11°Le1
11°Le2
11°Le2
11°Le2
11°Le3

MidHv
00°Ta4
00°Ta4
00°Ta5
00°Ta5
01°Ta0
01°Ta0
01°Ta1
01°Ta1
01°Ta2
01°Ta2
01°Ta3
01°Ta3

Symbol for Progressed Sun on Jan 1, 2007 at 21° Leo
An unwitting allegory is enacted by a few chickens, who have gotten at some
fermented feed and are happily intoxicated. REFINE
Progressed Positions for the Year 2007
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Moon
20°Li31
21°Li32
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01°Sc38
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21°Le0
21°Le0
21°Le1
21°Le1
21°Le2

Mercur
10°Le0
10°Le0
10°Le0
10°Le0
10°Le0
09°Le5
09°Le5
09°Le5
09°Le5
09°Le5
09°Le5
09°Le4

Venus
25°Ca0
25°Ca0
25°Ca1
25°Ca1
25°Ca2
25°Ca3
25°Ca3
25°Ca4
25°Ca4
25°Ca5
26°Ca0
26°Ca0

Ascend
11°Le3
11°Le4
11°Le4
11°Le4
11°Le5
11°Le5
11°Le5
12°Le0
12°Le0
12°Le0
12°Le1
12°Le1

MidHv
01°Ta4
01°Ta4
01°Ta4
01°Ta5
01°Ta5
02°Ta0
02°Ta0
02°Ta1
02°Ta1
02°Ta2
02°Ta2
02°Ta3

Report for Miles Davis
Your Life Progressions for Apr 1, 2006
Leo on the First Cusp
You possess a personal magnetic appeal that draws admiration from others. You have
self-assurance, coupled with a dramatic flair that desires to be the center of attention. You
may speak more loudly than you have in the past. You want very much for others to hear
your opinions and may, at times, be too aggressive in the attempt. Upgrading your
appearance is important, as you seek the latest styles and better quality. You want to
project an air of authority, and you long for personal independence in your career. If you
do not have your own business, you would prefer the role of leadership in a supervisory
position. This is the time to undertake new studies that can aid you in the career of your
choice. Romance and investments are highlighted -- as are the affairs of children (not
necessarily your own). Someone within your immediate environment may experience
problems with their eyes, back, or heart. The position of your progressed ascendant ruler,
Sun, can provide additional insight into new circumstances and motivational influences
touching your life at this time.
Sun in Leo
Your progressed Sun has entered into the positive and outgoing sign of Leo. There is
a dramatic flair that colors your mode of expression. You are becoming more ambitious,
independent, and magnanimous. This tends to draw the admiration from others that you
now crave. You may find that past restrictions or family responsibilities are lessening,
providing you with more time to pursue personal goals, seek public recognition, and
perhaps obtain a position of management or control over others. You are taking more
pains with your appearance and style of dress. There is a deep sense of pride in personal
accomplishments and a desire to bring them to the attention of others. There is a
compelling air of self-confidence, a commanding nature and dignity that projects you as a
person of authority. Through sheer will-power and persistency, you will be able to attain
the success you so desire. Children, education, creativity, romance, and investments are
highlighted. The men that enter your life at this time will be younger or act younger than
their years. They will have an upright carriage, a regal bearing, dress well, and have
preference for quality.
Sun in the First House
Strive to develop a better personality and strengthen your self-confidence in order to
open the door to greater attainments with excellent results. Independence and leadership
qualities are pronounced. Arriving at decisions and conclusions of personal plans on your
own will prove more beneficial than accepting the counsel of others. It may be difficult
for you to accept a position of lesser status than you desire, for your sense of pride in

personal attainments is very strong at this time. The affairs, actions, or interests of male
relationships will play an important role in circumstances surrounding your personal or
family affairs.
Sun Square Saturn (Prg-Prg) Mar 10, 2006
This a difficult and trying three-year trend in which the vitality and energy level are
lower than usual. You will have to safeguard your health by taking necessary precautions.
Get flu shots, if possible, and protect yourself against colds which are likely to linger on.
You will have to maintain a positive outlook on life to avoid bouts of mental depression
that may occur from time to time. If you feel a lack of interest in social affairs, then use
that extra time wisely. Decide what it is that you always wanted to accomplish but never
had the time. Then organize your life in a constructive manner around this project and
work diligently until it's completed. You will triumphantly emerge from this difficult
influence, with a profound project that would not have been possible before. Be realistic
in your goals, and accept the fact that progress in personal and business affairs will be
confronted by hindrances and delays. There may be a possible loss of friends or someone
in the domestic circle.
Sun Trine Venus (Prg-Nat) Jan 26, 2007
All directions point to social and financial increase. Take advantage of all
opportunities that promise advancements and improvement of present conditions. New
friends, business, or romantic contacts are likely. Your well-developed feelings and
emotions should help to solidify these relationships. There is the possibility of family
increase by marriages or births. A beneficial and fortunate period for general happiness
and prosperity. An excellent time for investments, monetary increase, and partnership
matters.
Neptune in the First House
Others are beginning to view you as being somewhat moody and temperamental
when actually you may be taking a stand against the tiresome routine of being gullible
and manipulated. You will consciously or unconsciously take on the conditions of your
surroundings and of those with whom you come in contact. With this in mind, be very
selective of friends and of those in your immediate environment. Maintain an atmosphere
of peace and serenity through light-colored walls and furniture. You may have the ability
to develop the art of visualization -- to view in your mind's eye the problem that
confronts you at the moment -- and the capacity to reach a solution quickly and
accurately. When discordant situations arise, leaving you feeling emotionally drained and
upset, seek escape through long walks in the woods, fishing, boating, swimming, or
music, or just return to bed for a few more hours of harmless daydreaming. Avoid the
temptation for release through alcohol or drug abuse. Your life may be influenced by
psychics, mediums, musicians, physicians, and those who are mentally, emotionally, or
physically handicapped, or have a dependency upon medication, drugs, or alcohol.
Virgo on the Second Cusp
Constructive developments, either through work or business, can enhance your

financial structure. Although formerly you may have detested routine work, you will
probably find yourself in a position where proper attention to details will be required.
Your daily routine may involve keeping records of travel expenses or of special
equipment purchased in your line of work. You may be spending more than you have in
the past for health care or products -- not necessarily for yourself, but possibly for your
marriage partner or a domestic pet.
Virgo on the Third Cusp
You are becoming more precise in your speech, the detailed handling of paperwork,
and the formation of ideas. You are practical and discriminative; yet at times you can be
overly critical and faultfinding of others. There is the tendency to worry over
insignificant matters which may expand your health problems out of proportion. At some
point during this trend, you may have to do a lot of short travels or communicating in
connection with your job or the obtaining of health or sick benefits. Your neighbor or
sibling may have activities with police. Or, you may call the police on your neighbor due
to barking dogs or stray cats. Your thoughts will be centered around the care and
improvement of your health -- perhaps reading books on proper dietary habits and
vitamins.
Moon in Libra
Accept social invitations that may open the door to new relationships, possibly
leading to marriage or business partnerships. There is a strong desire for love and
affection -- and in some cases -- a dependency on the partner. Be selective, however, in
your choice of companions. While some may be beneficial to your well being, others may
prove detrimental by drawing you into an undesirable situation where the other party may
be married or undergoing a difficult divorce. If you are already married, this placement
will affect your present relationship either by enhancing and strengthening or by causing
a wedge and possible separation. For those happily married, it is best not to tempt fate by
promoting close ties with the opposite sex. Dealings with an attorney, physician, or
counselor are possible during this trend. Drink plenty of fluids to maintain balance within
the system and avoid the possibility of kidney problems. Other vulnerable areas of health
can involve the veins or ovaries. Note the house position of your progressed Moon to
provide additional insight in connection with marriage or business partnerships.
Moon in the Third House
This is one of the busiest trends of your life. Activities are centered around frequent
short trips, phone calls, and letter-writing. Direct your restless mind into new channels.
Golfing, model-making, knitting, or study courses will aid in keeping from fretting about
insignificant worries. An emotional bond may be formed between yourself and a sibling
or neighbor. Do not permit your mind to dwell on past slights or what you feel was a
personal affront or criticism. The sign position of your progressed Moon may disclose
positive outlets for mental expressions and studies.
Moon Semisquare Neptune (Prg-Prg) Jan 26, 2006
You may be quite vulnerable and gullible during this trend. You may be an easy prey

for those who wish to take advantage of you. Be on guard against possible deception and
fraud when forming new friendships and close attachments. Avoid situations with the
opposite sex that hint of secrecy or hidden intrigue. Don't fall for easy, money-making,
get-rich-quick schemes.
Moon Sextile Mercury (Prg-Prg) Mar 3, 2006
A very fortunate and successful trend under which to study and learn new subjects.
Concentrate on improving your mentality in all directions. Favorable for expansion of
business and negotiation of contracts. Write books, handle neglected correspondence, and
travel. Plan pleasurable outings with brothers and sisters and other close relatives. You
have good, sound judgment at this time, and should be successful in reaching satisfactory
decisions concerning future gains and expansion.
Moon Sextile Ascendant (Prg-Prg) Mar 19, 2006
Emotional stability and good judgment can open the door to new opportunities for
advancement. Seek positive changes in all directions of life, whether vocational,
domestic, or personal. You exude great rapport at this time. Social contacts with women,
and the general public, can produce beneficial results. Family matters should be on even
keel, with a general feeling of contentment.
Moon Sesquiquadrate Jupiter (Prg-Nat) Mar 30, 2006
There is an inclination to spend more than you can afford, with the possibility of
overextending yourself financially through extravagance. Although your intentions were
good, you may discover that you have promised more than you can actually deliver.
Irritability may be present in your make-up. During this trend it may be best to avoid too
much contact with close associations and family ties. Watch your health, and don't
overindulge or overexercise.
Moon Square Pluto (Prg-Nat) May 25, 2006
Emotional outbursts may be unleashed against those whom you feel are trying either
to dominate you or to create changes that are upsetting to your environment. Although
these changes may be necessary in the scheme of things, you may find it difficult
adjusting to them. The altering of these conditions may result in separation from loved
ones, and finding it hard to let go. It may be parents moving to a distant city, a child
getting married, loss of an older member of the family, or a divorce. Whatever the
circumstances, your domestic and emotional feelings will undergo an intense change.
Moon Trine Midheaven (Prg-Nat) Jul 6, 2006
This is a three-month period in which one should take advantage of all opportunities
for advancement and positive career changes. You have great rapport with bosses, those
in authority, and the general public. This is a good time to contact those who can help
you rise to a higher social status. You may receive an award or recognition for a personal
achievement, possibly get your name or photo in the local newspaper, or appear on
television or radio.
Moon Square Pluto (Prg-Prg) Jul 23, 2006

Emotional outbursts may be unleashed against those whom you feel are trying either
to dominate you or to create changes that are upsetting to your environment. Although
these changes may be necessary in the scheme of things, you may find it difficult
adjusting to them. The altering of these conditions may result in separation from loved
ones, and finding it hard to let go. It may be parents moving to a distant city, a child
getting married, loss of an older member of the family, or a divorce. Whatever the
circumstances, your domestic and emotional feelings will undergo an intense change.
Moon Quincuncx Mars (Prg-Nat) Aug 5, 2006
These three months can yield constructive energy if applied wisely. You will be able
to accomplish much in the way of hard work or the handling of difficult tasks. Be discreet
with the opposite sex, and forego new attachments until this trend has passed. This is not
the best time for travel, working with mechanical equipment, or machinery. Avoid
excitement and overactivity, especially if you exercise.
Moon Sesquiquadrate Sun (Prg-Nat) Oct 31, 2006
Physical stamina, vitality, and your general state of health may not be up to par.
During the next few months all relationships are best kept at arm's length to avoid
possible disputes or confrontations. This is not the time to push ahead in business or
personal endeavors. Obstacles and drawbacks are likely to hinder or impair potential
opportunities.
Moon Sextile Sun (Prg-Prg) Jan 1, 2007
You are in a positive state of mind, filled with optimism and a hopeful outlook. Your
inspirational attitude is likely to draw admiration from others and increase your chances
for social contacts, business advancement, or a new romance. Take advantage of all
opportunities and channel them into constructive possibilities. You are on a roll, and
should make the most of these three opportune months.
Moon Opposition Venus (Prg-Nat) Jan 3, 2007
You will have to be selective of close associations, friends, and the opposite sex
during this short duration of three months. It can be a trying time for feelings and
emotions, one that may call for a compromise and a yielding to the wishes of another to
avoid a break-up or temporary separation. An emotional confrontation can result in hurt
feelings, disappointments, or sorrow over what has been said or done. A possible
disagreement over the handling of monetary or domestic affairs can create painful
conflicts. It would be wise to avoid close contacts with women in general, until this trend
has passed.
Moon Quincuncx Mercury (Prg-Nat) Jan 31, 2007
This is a period in which mental independence in speaking and general
correspondence is stressed. A good time to make plans for future study courses or
learning new skills and techniques. During the next few months you may be kept rather
busy providing services for others -- perhaps driving them to dental appointments or
other such commitments.

Moon Sextile Neptune (Prg-Nat) Feb 18, 2007
You may have accurate psychic impressions during this trend, which can pay off if
you listen to them. Strange and prophetic dreams may try to relate a message while you
are sleeping or meditating. It may be possible to develop the art of visualization -- seeing
in your mind's eye what you hope to achieve in life, and then feeding the subconscious
mind the picture as though you already achieved it. Unforeseen rewards may come your
way, for favors you have generously given in the past.
Moon Trine Jupiter (Prg-Prg) Feb 28, 2007
One of the most opportune periods for financial, business, and social affairs. Use a
positive and constructive approach with this trend, commencing all new undertakings that
promise good fortune and opportunities. Do all you can to improve personal conditions.
This can be a milestone in which goals and objectives take new and favorable directions.
This is a good time to speculate, invest, and make beneficial contacts or ties. Consider
new educational pursuits or make travel plans.
Moon Sesquiquadrate Ascendant (Prg-Nat) Mar 1, 2007
Emotional and domestic difficulties, especially where women are concerned. They
are likely to be a source of irritation or interference with personal plans. This could result
in a break-up of close emotional ties -- perhaps a separation from a loved one or parent. If
running for public office, it would be wise to seek the counsel of someone experienced in
public relations. Your own image will not project as well as you would prefer. A PR
person can help to smooth the rough edges.
Moon Sextile Neptune (Prg-Prg) Apr 27, 2007
You may have accurate psychic impressions during this trend, which can pay off if
you listen to them. Strange and prophetic dreams may try to relate a message while you
are sleeping or meditating. It may be possible to develop the art of visualization -- seeing
in your mind's eye what you hope to achieve in life, and then feeding the subconscious
mind the picture as though you already achieved it. Unforeseen rewards may come your
way, for favors you have generously given in the past.
Moon Square Venus (Prg-Prg) May 31, 2007
During the next three months, more than any other time, you are likely to be
misunderstood and easily hurt. You may be too sensitive, permitting personal feelings to
dominate over reason. Matters concerned with close ties, romance, or associations may
not be going as well as you would like. This is not the time to push for an ultimatum; it
more than likely will end in a disagreement or separation. This is not the best time for
dealing with the opposite sex, or with social or domestic affairs. Temporary financial
setbacks may also pose a problem.
Moon Trine Jupiter (Prg-Nat) Jun 27, 2007
One of the most opportune periods for financial, business, and social affairs. Use a
positive and constructive approach with this trend, commencing all new undertakings that
promise good fortune and opportunities. Do all you can to improve personal conditions.

This can be a milestone in which goals and objectives take new and favorable directions.
This is a good time to speculate, invest, and make beneficial contacts or ties. Consider
new educational pursuits or make travel plans.
Moon Quincuncx Uranus (Prg-Nat) Sep 7, 2007
Take a firm stand toward anyone who may try to push you into doing something
unconventional, out of the ordinary, or who may try to force you into making unwise
changes. You are likely to come in contact with another individual who will have a
peculiar effect on you -- someone who may cause you to do impulsive or indiscreet
activities that you would not normally do. This can be a beneficial time for making
positive changes, but be careful not to eliminate the old until you've had a chance to
establish the new.
Moon Quincuncx Uranus (Prg-Prg) Sep 8, 2007
Take a firm stand toward anyone who may try to push you into doing something
unconventional, out of the ordinary, or who may try to force you into making unwise
changes. You are likely to come in contact with another individual who will have a
peculiar effect on you -- someone who may cause you to do impulsive or indiscreet
activities that you would not normally do. This can be a beneficial time for making
positive changes, but be careful not to eliminate the old until you've had a chance to
establish the new.
Moon Sesquiquadrate Mars (Prg-Nat) Oct 31, 2007
Impulsive decisions or hasty actions can lead to possible accidents or quarrels with
loved ones. Abrupt statements made at this time are likely to be cause for regret later.
Don't push for important changes or take unnecessary risks. Work out this excessive
energy through repairing, painting, or completion of difficult tasks. Be aware that certain
risks are involved. Use caution in new undertakings or ventures.
Moon Opposition Midheaven (Prg-Prg) Dec 30, 2007
There is an emotional pull between family responsibilities and career interests. You
may have to find a way in which to blend the two areas together. Changes are likely to
affect your immediate environment, through the possibility of moving or enlargement of
your present home. Purchase or sale of property may also be given consideration.
Scorpio on the Fourth Cusp
There appears to be a lot of tension, emotional upheaval, and turbulent events
surrounding your home life. This may account for your desire to be a loner, remain aloof,
and keep your private life to yourself. Changes are likely to occur regarding property and
finances. Severe weather conditions may have damaged your home, requiring insurance
settlements and a rebuilding of the unit. Or, job and marriage difficulties may call for a
second mortgage. In some cases there is loss of a family member, usually a grandparent.
Whatever the situation may be, you have the extraordinary will-power to handle it. This
sign is associated with surgery on the sexual parts in connection with one of the parents.
Saturn in the Fourth House

You are becoming extremely security-minded with a strong desire for an organized
life. You want to own property away from the close scrutiny of neighbors, surrounded by
woods and land. You have the ability to save and accumulate money or possessions as
you become more prudent in financial matters. A deep sense of responsibility appears to
surround your home base. Perhaps your present environment is creating more work and
upkeep than you first anticipated. Your mortgage payments may be burdensome. Or a
parent may come to share your home, restricting your personal freedom and social life.
Benefits are possible through a parent or other members of the family.
Sagittarius on the Fifth Cusp
It is possible to play the role of instructor during this trend. You are quite versatile in
your hobbies and talents. Why not contact your local adult education center and see what
you can offer? You are less intense in your romantic attachments, seeking partners that
are more outgoing, sports minded, and of the same intellectual caliber. Children are
thinking about a college education. Others may move to distant cities, which may activate
future travels on your part. At some point during this trend, you may have to assist a child
in resolving a legal issue. Your second sibling may temporarily relocate. If interested in
investments, look to foreign products, exports, airlines, and sporting goods.
Capricorn on the Sixth Cusp
You are developing strong traits in organizing ability, efficiency, and acceptance of
responsibility. You work well alone, and at some time during this trend, you may have to
work the evening or night shift. There is a strong possibility you may work for the
government, or there may be a governmental contract at your place of employment that
requires you to wear an identification badge during this trend. If you are on salary, there
is the tendency for supervisors to burden you with more than your share of work. Your
only alternative is to demand extra monetary compensation. Make it a point to have lots
of hot beverages and plenty of soup during winter months to keep the body temperature
warm.
Aquarius on the Seventh Cusp
Friends, clubs, and associations will be instrumental in providing you with an active
social life. You are seeking a marriage or business partner who can act independently and
decisively -- but not erratically, for you are a fixed sign and like a certain amount of
routine in your everyday existence. Accept your partner's needs and desires for close
friendships, whether you approve of them or not.
Jupiter in the Seventh House
Others are drawn to your attractive personality, grace, charm, and tactful manner.
Social contacts can be very beneficial, providing a means of contacting influential and
prominent people who can help promote future progress. There is a willingness to
cooperate with close ties, associates, and business partnerships. This placement can
enhance the opportunity for marriage -- if not for yourself, then for those within the
immediate family. Any form of travel is likely to be in the company of another person or
because of their influence. People of all colors, races, religions, and walks of life will

touch upon your personal affairs during this trend. Many long distance phone calls,
letters, and trips will revolve around a close relationship.
Pisces on the Eighth Cusp
You have a vivid imagination when it comes to sexual fantasy. The ideal romantic
atmosphere would include a mixed drink or two, a sheer nighty, dim lights, soft music,
and the pitter-patter of rain drops on the window pane. You are also quite sensitive and
easily hurt if someone should criticize your sexual proclivities. Always make it a point to
save your receipts and records with major purchases. It will help you avoid a constant
flow of confusion through billing systems and computers that keep insisting you owe
them money. Be alert to possible deception through partnership funds or investment
schemes. During this trend it is possible that institutional or private care of someone who
is emotionally, mentally, or physically ill may be financially draining.
Pisces on the Ninth Cusp
Concentrate on driving and proper reading of the map, if traveling by car. Confusion
and fog can create hazardous conditions. Be selective of what you eat and drink in
various cities or countries. You may be sensitive to the chemicals in the water or spices in
the food. Art, music, photography, psychology, chemistry, or investigative work would
be good topics, if you are furthering your studies. Avoid legal entanglements during this
trend, if possible. You'll find that matters are not as they appear on the surface -- either
the situation is confused, the papers get lost, or there are deceptive influences at work.
Uranus in the Ninth House
Your thoughts and ideas will operate through unique channels of expression, which
may be considered unconventional or "way-out" by others. Furthering your education
along new lines of endeavor will intrigue you. Courses dealing with astrology,
computers, audio/video equipment, and other technical or scientific fields may be given
serious consideration. Travel is likely to include groups of people (as with a guided tour)
or involve large gatherings (such as conventions, seminars, or public lecturers). Keep a
small suitcase packed with important necessities for those quick and abrupt departures.
An element of the unexpected surrounds phone messages, letters from distant places, and
the affairs of in-laws.
Taurus on the Tenth Cusp
Your goal in life at this time is to advance financially in your chosen profession. You
would like nothing better than to make a lucky coup in some business venture. Financial
situations require careful watching. Overextension of monetary affairs can lead to
damaged credit ratings, consolidating of bills, or obtaining a second mortgage. A parent
may be a good source for financial assistance.
Mars in Taurus
The challenging ventures or business enterprises entered into while Mars was in Aries
should prove gainful at this time, as Mars now progresses into the money sign of Taurus.
This position can introduce new opportunities for channeling financial matters through

conservative and practical outlets. You will be more persistent in your efforts and actions,
even when a course of action hits a snag. Your indomitable courage will aid you in
attacking these problems with more patience than in the past. Guard against obstinate
views that can hinder financial progress. Influential men are likely to touch upon your life
at this time. Some will be a source of monetary gain or drain.
Mars in the Tenth House
You are quite ambitious and independent, with boundless energy. You "chafe at the
bit" when bosses try to restrict your freedom of movement, speech, or actions. For this
reason, your career interests may be shifting, seeking new and challenging career
opportunities that offer more flexibility in self-expression and personal decisions. In all
likelihood you will be entering into a vocation that you have not encountered before.
Working with mechanical objects, machinery, or tools may become part of your trade.
There is the tendency to "overreact" toward rules, regulations, or demands made by your
supervisor. Arguments, rifts, or misunderstandings can occur if you do not learn to
control your actions. Men will play an important role in your vocational career, either
assisting or hindering it.
Gemini on the Eleventh Cusp
You will make new friends who are witty, active, and intellectual. Clubs,
organizations, and group activities involving manual dexterity and quickness of motion
(such as golfing, racquetball, volleyball, or karate) will hold strong interest. There is the
possibility of a secretarial position or keeping records for an organization. Your present
hopes and wishes appear to be based on educational advancements.
Cancer on the Twelfth Cusp
You are super sensitive about criticism and rejection from others. You won't wear
your heart on your sleeve. No one will ever know the emotional hurt you experience,
because it is so deeply imbedded and hidden. You have strong maternal and protective
instincts for the handicapped and the downtrodden. Environmental conditions can affect
your emotional state. You require an atmosphere of tranquility and harmony before you
can function well.
Mercury in Leo
Mercury governs the intellect. As it progresses into the sign of Leo, you will become
more direct, confident, and positive in your thinking. Your organizing ability is enhanced,
and you will have a greater scope for handling responsibilities. At times you will still be
controlled by your emotions, especially when you are deeply hurt or rejected. But, your
present affirmative attitude will not permit you to dwell too long on past hurts. There will
be a noticeable dramatic flair and colorful expression to your manner of speaking. If you
are not presently a teacher, you may be drawn into this new and exciting role, either
assisting others to learn specific information or teaching them new techniques in their
line of work. Children (your own or those of siblings or close ties) may play an important
role in your life. Mental application may be directed toward the study of investment
programs or new creative hobbies.

Mercury Retrograde
Mercury is the planet of mental application. It has changed direction since its
placement at birth and is now retrograde in motion. Certain prevailing conditions in your
life may alter your present state of mind. You may feel compelled to change your mental
attitude. Thought and action may be re-routed into new avenues of expression. You may
(or perhaps already have) give serious consideration to immediate changes within the
environment. Affairs regarding brothers and sisters may require your personal attention.
Mercury in the Twelfth House
You have pronounced psychic or intuitive ability. You are receptive to the thoughts of
others, with the capacity to read their mind. You can tell instinctively when someone is
holding something back or trying to deceive you. With proper training, you can develop
the art of visualization (being able to foresee in your mind's eye the problem that
confronts you at the moment, viewing the solution, and then resolving it). You are quite
secretive, so it may be rather difficult to share your thoughts with others. This is a good
time to undergo deep research if your job requires it. You may have to find a secret
hiding place to be truly productive -- somewhere free from interference that tends to
disrupt your train of thought. Always be discreet about what you say or write on paper, to
avoid any possibility of it being used against you. This placement is associated with
sorrows, hospitalization, or an illness connected with a brother or sister.
Venus in Cancer
As your progressed Venus enters into the sign of Cancer, it opens the door to
exceptionally emotional and sensitive feelings. Attachments mean everything to you as
your previous lighthearted attitude begins to wan. You are tired of flirtatious affairs. You
are seeking a deeper commitment, a more steadfast relationship, no matter what the age
gap. A deep sense of security may urge you to invest in property or beautify your present
home to enhance its value. Sentimentality with family ties and parental devotion is
strengthened. Older or mature women will be a source of financial or material gain or
loss.
Venus in the Twelfth House
You have great receptivity for art, music, and beautiful surroundings. Excessive
noise, arguments, or upheaval in your environment is very upsetting to your sense of
balance and well-being. You desire peace and harmony at all costs; if necessary you will
seek seclusion to attain it. Your nature is refined, gracious, and well mannered. You
loathe coarse language, and will walk away from anyone who tries to use it in an
argument. It may be difficult for you to outwardly express your affections, for you can be
quite secretive concerning your emotions. Do not permit others to work on your
sympathy and thereby talk you into lending them monetary or material goods. This is a
sensitive placement that may one day introduce a female into your life who will be
emotionally, mentally, or physically handicapped. She may teach you how to develop
strength of character and compassion for others.
Pluto in the Twelfth House

There will be a strong desire to work in secrecy, do research, or study subjects of a
mysterious nature. There is an inclination to delve into the supernatural and unusual
phenomena. Mysticism, yoga, and mind control are just a few of the topics that may hold
your interest. This is also a period that calls for intense internal readjustment. You may
be required to rid yourself of old and useless items and ideas. A school, college, the
armed forces, or an institution may be involved with your transformation. You will learn
to suppress or overcome your fears, change or alter some physical aspect of your body or
style of dress, and rid yourself of bad habits. Guard against gullibility where joint
finances are concerned. This is not the time to co-sign for monetary concerns involving
others. Whatever you loan out, materially or financially, is not likely to be repaid or
returned.

